Introduction
In [4] the following result was shown.
Theorem. Let cp : [0, l] + [w be continuously diferentiable
on the closed interval [0, 11, let j:, cp( t) 
dt = 0 and suppose that cy is irrational. If q(O) # q(l), then T,(x, y) = (x + a, y + p(x)) is ergodic on R/Z x Iw (with respect to h x A,, h the normalized Haar measure on R/Z, A,, the Lebesgue measure on IF!).
In this paper we shall study whether "q(O) # cp( 1)" is also a necessary condition for ergodicity of the skew product T, : see Corollary 1.3. Further, we shall obtain a result on the ergodicity of T, in the case q(O) = v(l), cp K-times continuously differentiable on [0, 11, K 2 2: see Theorem 1.4.
We shall use the following terminology. It is well-known that the following two questions are closely related to ergodicity of skew products of the type T, (see, for example, [4, Lemmata 1, 2 and 31).
Question.
Under which conditions (for cp, x and LY) do we have sup,,j~,,(x)l <a? 0.2. Question. What can be said about limit points of the sequence (p,,(x)), ., ?
These two questions are of interest in the theory of uniform distribution modulo 1 as well, see [9,6,7, lo] and, in particular,
[2] for the first question and [8, 3] for the second one.
Results
Throughout this paper we shall assume that cp : [0, l] + R! is continuously differentiable on the closed interval [0, 11, l,: q(t) is ergodic on R/Z xR/Z (with respect to the invariant measure A x A). This implies that S, is uniquely ergodic and hence minimal, even though the map XH p(x) mod 1 belongs to the trivial homotopy class of functions from
The proofs
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We shall give an indirect proof for ( IfTx:=x+amod1withx~IW/Z~ [O, 1[, 6] ). This implies
1) h#O
where G(k) stands for the kth Fourier coefficient of cp and II ka 11 denotes the distance to the nearest integer of ka.
cp' is Lipschitz-continuous on [0, 11, so integration by parts gives (k # 0)
It is Ijq,cxll < l/(ai+rqi) and the sum in (2.1) can be estimated from below by f 14G~)121119i~l12. i=,
The latter sum diverges, which contradicts (2.1). 
(2.2)
Every n EN has a unique representation of the form n = XI_,, n,q, with digits n,,E{O,l,..., a,-l},n,E{O,l,..., a,+,},i=1,2 ,... Weshallwriten(k):=~~,~n,q,, k-1,2,.... From Lemma 2.4 it follows that the A-measure of A(c) is 1. We follow the proof of [4, Lemma 31 to show that c' is a period of the skew product T,. The set P, of periods of T, is a group, hence P, = R. This implies that T, is ergodic on R/Z x IF?. q
